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1. INTRODUCTION

Despite the exciting prospects of Virtual Reality (VR), the development is persistently hindered by the difficulty to access immersive content through Internet streaming. Indeed, owing to the closer proximity of the screen to the eye and to the width of the content, the data rate to stream 360° videos may be two orders of magnitude that of a regular video [1]. To decrease the amount of data to stream, a solution is to send in high resolution only the portion of the sphere the user has access to at each point in time, named the Field of View (FoV).

To do so, recent works have proposed to either segment the video spatially into tiles and set the quality of the tiles according to their proximity to the FoV [2], [3], [4], or use projections enabling high resolutions of regions close to the FoV [5], [6]. These approaches however require to know the user’s head position in advance, that is at the time of sending the content from the server. Various methods tackling this problem with deep neural networks have therefore been proposed recently. In this article, we introduce a new deep architecture, named TRACK, that benefits both from the history of past positions and knowledge of the video content. We show that TRACK achieves state-of-the-art performance when compared against all recent approaches considering the same datasets and wider prediction horizons: from 0 to 5 seconds.
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2. REVIEW OF EXISTING HEAD MOTION PREDICTION METHODS

We first rigorously formulate the prediction problem which consists, at each video playback time $t$, in predicting the future user’s head positions between $t$ and $t+H$, as represented in Fig. 1, with the only knowledge of this user’s past positions and the (entire) video content. We then provide a description and classification of each of the existing methods we compare with.

2.1. Problem formulation

Let us first define some notation. Let $P_t = [\theta_t, \varphi_t]$ denote the vector coordinates of the FoV at time $t$. Let $V_t$ denote the considered visual information at time $t$: depending on the models’ assumptions, it can either be the raw frame with each RGB channel, or a 2D saliency map resulting from a pre-computed saliency extractor (embedding the motion information). Let $T$ be the video duration. We now refer to Fig. 1. Let $H$ be the prediction horizon. We define the terms prediction step and video time-stamp as predicting for all prediction steps $s \in [0, H]$ from video time-stamp $t$. For every time-stamp $t \in [T_{\text{start}}, T]$, we run predictions $P_{t+s}$, for all prediction steps $s \in [0, H]$.

We formulate the problem of trajectory prediction as finding the best model $F_H$ verifying:

$$F_H = \arg \min_{F_H} \mathbb{E}_t \left[ D \left( \left[ P_{t+1}, \ldots, P_{t+H} \right], F_H \left( \left[ P_t, P_{t-1}, \ldots, P_0, V_{t+H}, V_{t+H-1}, \ldots, V_0 \right] \right) \right) \right]$$
where $D(\cdot)$ is the chosen distance between the ground truth series of the future positions and the series of predicted positions given by the prediction model $F_H$. For each $s$, we average the errors $\text{dist}(\mathbf{P}_{t+s}, \mathbf{P}_{t+s})$ over all $t \in [T_{\text{start}}, T]$.

**Fig. 1.** For each time-stamp $t$, the next positions until $t + H$ are predicted.

### 2.2. Methods for head motion prediction

Various approaches to predict user motion in 360° video environments have been published in the last couple of years. Here we consider that the users’ statistics for the specific video are not known at test time, hence we do not consider methods relying on these per-video statistics, such as [13, 14]. Each considered method from the literature is named according to the name of the conference or journal it was published in, appended with the year of publication.

**PAMI18:** Xu et al. in [7] design a Deep Reinforcement Learning model to predict head motion. Their deep neural network only receives the viewer’s FoV and has to decide to which direction and with which magnitude the viewer’s head will move. The prediction horizon is only one frame, around 30ms. By only injecting the FoV, the authors make the choice not to consider the positional information explicitly as input.

**IC3D17:** The strategy presented by Aladaghi et al. in [15] extracts the saliency from the current frame with an off-the-shelf method, identifies the most salient point, and predicts the next FoV to be centered on this most salient point. It then builds recursively. We therefore consider this method to be a sub-case of PAMI18 to which we compare.

**ICME18:** Ban et al. in [16] use a linear regressor first learned to get a prediction of the displacement, which it then adjusts by computing the centroid of the k nearest neighbors corresponding to other users’ positions at the next time-step, and hence assume more information than our case of study.

**CVPR18:** In [8], Xu et al. predict the gaze positions over the next second in 360° videos based on the gaze coordinates in the past second, and saliency and motion information on the entire equirectangular projection and the FoV of the current frame and next frame.

**MM18:** Nguyen et al. in [9] first construct a saliency model based on a deep convolutional network and named PanoSalNet. The so-extracted saliency map is then fed, along with the position encoded as a mask, into a doubly-stacked LSTM, to finally predict the tiles that pertain to the FoV.

**NOSSDAV17:** Fan et al. in [11] propose to concatenate the positional information, saliency and motion maps then fed into LSTM, they propose two networks to predict the head orientations or the likelihood that tiles pertain to future FoV in the future $H$ time-steps.

**ChinaCom18:** Li et al. in [10] present a similar approach as NOSSDAV17, adding a correction module to compensate for the fact that tiles predicted to be in the FoV may not correspond to the actual FoV shape. We consider this model to be a sub-case of NOSSDAV17 to which we compare.

**Selected methods for comparison.** The above methods can be classified into two groups, depending on the way the fusion of the visual features ($V_t$) and the positional features ($P_t$) is handled: either both position and visual information are fed to a single recurrent unit (case of MM18, ChinaCom18, NOSSDAV17), or the time series of positions is first processed with a dedicated recurrent unit, the output of which then gets fused with visual features (case of CVPR18). In Sec. 4 we compare with the following methods: PAMI18, NOSSDAV17, MM18 and CVPR18, the remaining methods are either considered sub-cases of the selected methods or assume there is more information available than for our case study. However, all relevant comparisons can be found online at [12]. In Sec. 4.1, we consider the most recent representatives of both groups: MM18 and CVPR18.

### 3. OUR ARCHITECTURE: TRACK

Let us first present the analysis we make of the problem, to build our architecture. For each prediction task starting from time $t$ until $t + H$, we assume in the first prediction time steps, the user’s motion is mostly driven by inertia. Hence it should be most predictable from the time series of the past positions. In the later prediction time steps however, the motion may be diverted by attractors from the content. Therefore the saliency map (or features from the content generally) should help the prediction. However, it is important that the visual features do not noise the prediction that a simple linear prediction could make for the first milliseconds.

We therefore make the following assembly, depicted in Fig. 2. First, we produce a position-only embedding by processing the time series of positions with a dedicated recurrent unit (LSTMs). Second, if the content-based (CB) saliency holds relevant (yet noisier) information that may help the prediction in the late prediction time-steps, then having a dedicated recurrent unit to process the visual features (saliency) before merging them with the positional embedding should help. Indeed, it would let information from the saliency map enter the fusion layers in the late time-steps only, fading it in the first prediction time-steps. Third, using another recurrent unit in the fusion layer would provide more lever to enable a time-dependent correction of the inertia-based prediction with the saliency information. Making these architectural choices, we come up with the architecture depicted in Fig. 2.

The main components of TRACK are (i) a doubly-stacked LSTM with 256 units each, processing the flattened CB-
saliency map pre-generated for each time-stamp; (ii) another set of doubly-stacked LSTM with 256 units to process the head orientation input; (iii) a third set of doubly-stacked LSTM with 256 units to handle the multimodal fusion; and finally (iv) a Fully-Connected (FC) layer with 256 and a FC layer with 3 neurons is used to predict the head displacement on the (x,y,z) coordinates. We assembled this building block into a seq2seq framework to get the prediction for all time-steps in the prediction window, as shown in Fig. 2. We trained our model for 500 epochs, with a batch size of 128, we used Adam optimization algorithm with a learning rate of 0.0005 and we used the Mean Squared Error of the 3D coordinates (x, y, z) ∈ ℝ^3 as loss function to obtain the results.

Fig. 2. The proposed TRACK architecture.

4. RESULTS

We now present the comparisons of the state-of-the-art methods presented in Sec. 2.2 with the proposed TRACK architecture defined above. We report the exact results of the original articles, along with the results of our network trained and tested on the exact same train and test subsets of the original dataset as the original method. The test metrics are those from the original works. For the sake of completeness, we summarize below information on the metrics of each experiment.

- **NOSSDAV17** [11] considers the following metrics:
  - **Accuracy**: ratio of correctly classified tiles to the union of predicted and viewed tiles.
  - **Ranking Loss**: number of tile pairs that are incorrectly ordered by probability normalized to the number of tiles.
  - **F-Score**: harmonic mean of precision and recall, where precision is the ratio of correctly predicted tiles to the total number of predicted tiles, and recall is the ratio of correctly predicted tiles to the number of viewed tiles.

- **PAMI18** [7] uses as metric the Mean Overlap (MO) defined as: \( MO = \frac{A(FoV_p \cap FoV_g)}{A(FoV_p \cup FoV_g)} \), where FoV_p is the predicted FoV, FoV_g is the ground truth FoV, and \( A(\cdot) \) is the area of a panoramic region.

- **CVPR18** [8] uses the Intersection Angle Error \( IAE \) for each gaze point \((\theta, \varphi)\) and its prediction \((\hat{\theta}, \hat{\varphi})\), defined as \( IAE = \arccos(P, \hat{P}) \), where \( P \) is the 3D coordinate in the unit sphere:
  \[
  P = (x, y, z) = (\cos(\theta)\cos(\varphi), \cos(\theta)\sin(\varphi), \sin(\theta)).
  \]

- **MM18** [9] takes the tile with the highest viewing probability as the center of the predicted viewport, and assigns it and all the neighboring tiles that cover the viewport, label 1. Tiles outside the viewport are assigned 0. Then, the score is computed on these labels as \( IoU = TP/TT \), the intersection between prediction and ground-truth of tiles with label 1 (TP) over the union of all tiles with label 1 in the prediction and in the ground-truth (TT).

Results for PAMI18 are shown in Table 1, for CVPR18 in Fig. 3-Left, for MM18 in Fig. 3-Right, and for NOSSDAV17 in Table 2. Given these results, we can conclude that our model outperforms all existing methods by running the same experiments with the same settings, metrics and datasets of the original works. For the case of CVPR18, on which our results are much similar, we emphasize the significantly higher complexity of this model compared to ours. To better compare with CVPR18 and its architectural choices, we propose a more challenging configuration with a longer prediction horizon, as presented next.

4.1. Results on a more challenging configuration

To better compare with CVPR18 and MM18 (representatives of the groups defined in Sec. 2.2), we consider more challenging settings:

- **Longer prediction horizon**: H = 5 sec. This way, both short-term where the motion is mostly driven by inertia, and long-term where the saliency impacts the trajectory, are covered.

- **Dataset with higher user motion**: we consider the dataset from [17], where after 5 sec., 50% of the users have shifted their FoV by more than its width (100°), while in the datasets of CVPR18, NOSSDAV17, MM18 and PAMI18, the percentage is 30%, 20%, 20% and 15%, respectively.

As for MM18, we consider that the saliency map is estimated from the video content using PanoSalNet [18, 9] for CVPR18 and TRACK. This way, we identify the most suited architectural assembly to fuse position and visual content modalities:
Table 1. Comparison with PAMI18 [7]: Mean Overlap scores of FoV prediction, prediction horizon $H \approx 30\text{ms}$ (1 frame).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>F-Score</th>
<th>Rank Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOSSDAV17-Tile</td>
<td>84.22%</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOSSDAV17-Orient.</td>
<td>86.35%</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRACK</td>
<td>95.48%</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison with NOSSDAV17: Performance of Tile- and Orientation-based networks of [11] compared with our TRACK network, prediction horizon $H = 1$ second.

(i) MM18 first concatenates both modalities then processes them with the same recurrent unit, (ii) CVPR18 dedicates a recurrent unit to process the positions before merging these features with saliency with a Fully Connected (FC) layer, and (iii) TRACK first processes separately both modalities with a dedicated recurrent unit for each, before merging the outputs not with an FC layer, but with another recurrent unit. PanoSalNet is not the saliency extractor considered in the original CVPR18 [8] (whose implementation is not available online nor was communicated on request). Therefore, we also plot a lower bound on its prediction error by plotting the performance of the CVPR18 assembly when provided with the Ground-Truth saliency (line denoted GT Sal-CVPR18 in Fig. 4). The Ground-Truth saliency is the 2D distribution of the viewing patterns, obtained from the users’ traces.

Fig. 4. Left: Comparison of TRACK with CVPR18 over a longer prediction horizon, $H = 1$ sec., on the dataset of [17]. Right: Ablation study of TRACK, same prediction horizon and dataset.

In Fig. 4-Left, the results of MM18 are omitted for clarity because they are all worse than CVPR18 and TRACK (but the complete figures can be generated from [12]). Fig. 4 shows that our proposed architecture TRACK is able to significantly outperform all state-of-the-art methods for both short- and long-term predictions, on the previous datasets and this new dataset. This is remarkable.

Finally, we perform an ablation study of TRACK to confirm the analysis that led us to introduce this new architecture TRACK. We either replace the LSTMs processing the saliency with two FC layers (line named AblatSal), or replace the fusion LSTMs with two FC layers (line named AblatFuse). The results are shown in Fig. 4-Right. They confirm the analysis we developed in Sec. 3: the greater degradation with AblatSal shows that the major improvement of TRACK over CVPR18 comes from the recurrent unit (a doubly-stacked LSTM) dedicated to pre-processing the estimated saliency map, and vary its weight in the prediction over time. This is all the more clear in Fig. 5 where the results are not averaged over all the videos anymore, but instead show two videos that can be categorized as Ride and Static focus, according to the taxonomy introduced in [19]. In these categories, the user’s position is much predictable from the content, therefore it is important not to cancel out the noised information the estimated saliency holds, and that can help for late prediction time-steps. We can see that when there is no pre-processing of the saliency with a recurrent unit, the performance severely degrades.

Fig. 5. Ablation of TRACK for specific video categories with concentrated saliency, Helpful for late prediction time-steps.

5. CONCLUSION

In this article we have reviewed existing methods for the dynamic head prediction problem in 360º videos. We proposed an architecture, named TRACK, that (i) has a dedicated recurrent network to process individually the time series of positions, before merging the obtained embedding with visual content features, and (ii) has another recurrent network processing the saliency map estimated from the content, to be resilient to, while benefitting from, noisy saliency information. We show that TRACK achieves state-of-the-art performance on all considered datasets and prediction horizons: from 0 to 5 seconds, and we conduct an ablation study to justify its assets.
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